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Most effort spent on Suzhou, Zhongshan, and Wuxi
DVN spent most of 2002 focusing on its rollouts in Suzhou, Zhongshan and Wuxi, DVN has
devoted considerable effort over the last year in conjunction with its Chinese partners to optimize
the digital TV service packages offered to Chinese consumers over its digital broadcasting
platforms.    

In these three areas, where DVN’s platforms are leased to local CATV operators and DVN receives
a percentage of the subscription fees collected from the digital TV services offered, DVN provides
marketing and operational support, and pricing advisory, to name some of the more important
business aspects. As of January 31, 2003, over 38,920 households were receiving digital TV
services over DVN’s digital platforms, an increase of 218% compared to year end 2001. In
Suzhou, around 5.8% of the population in the downtown area in which DVN has rolled out, now
subscribe to DVN’s digital TV services.   

DVN, in conjunction with its CATV partners, is among the first in China to significantly roll out
digital TV services. DVN has concentrated on optimizing the digital TV service business model
offered to Chinese consumers so that it may be duplicated quickly and efficiently in other locations
throughout China without wasting financial resources and time.  

38,920 218%
5.8%
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With the experience gained from the initial rollouts, DVN intends to expand its rollout into
Guangzhou and other localities.
Having successfully rolled out digital services in three areas, DVN now intends to increase the
number of subscribers substantially by rolling out digital services in additional areas in 2003. DVN
continues to strive to be a leading developer of digital video broadcasting systems providing the
support, technology and services necessary to make digital Pay TV a reality in China. DVN is also
exploring opportunities in Indonesia, Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, India and other international
markets.

Paying subscriber numbers have grown substantially in percentage terms over the previous year
and subscription fees received by DVN have increased by more than three times. Going forward,
DVN will continue to focus on increasing its recurring revenue base by increasing subscriber
numbers, which will drive the company to profitability and will concurrently move away from one-
off headend sales. 

DVN intends to accelerate its rollout, and believes SARFT’s backing will help considerably.
DVN recognizes that despite all its efforts and its current leading market position, with only
approximately 38,920 paying subscribers, it has not yet reached the critical mass required to
profitably support its operations. DVN believes that additional incentives will be needed to
convince subscribers to pay more than the RMB12 they are paying currently.

The government’s decision to heavily promote Pay TV will provide a substantial benefit to DVN’s
efforts. The creation of 30 new Pay TV channels will provide an attractive incentive for potential
subscribers to make the switch to digital. In addition, DVN will place more effort on educating the
consumer on the benefits of digital Pay TV over analog TV.

As the industry is transitioning from a start up phase to a growth phase and receiving more
government support combined with the expected relaxation of content importation due to China’s
entry into the WTO, DVN expects that it will soon be able to offer Chinese consumers richer and
broader digital services, which will hasten the take up of digital services.  Once DVN is satisfied
with the channel mix, the content available and pricing of digital TV services, efforts will be made
to duplicate the success in multiple locations beyond the current three areas on which it has
focused most of its efforts. 
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From DVN STB’s

DVN now intends to
increase the number
of subscribers
substantially by rolling
out digital services in
additional areas in
2003.
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Set top box and subscription revenues rise sharply.
In 2002, revenues from the sales of set top boxes and subscriptions fees rose sharply. Set top box
sales increased 49% to HK$11.7million as DVN began more aggressive rollouts in Suzhou, Wuxi,
and Zhongshan.  Subscription revenues increased more sharply, rising 317% to HK$2.8million.
The advantage of subscription revenues over equipment sales is that subscription revenues are
recurrent as subscribers tend to maintain their subscriptions in ensuing years. As DVN has generally
sold its set top boxes, DVN has significantly less churn than cable companies which lease out set
top boxes. DVN believes that subscription revenues will be the major source of revenues over the
long term.

Strong Order Book
2003 1st quarter set top box sales and subscription revences are substantially higher year on year.  With
DVN‘s accelerated rollout, DVN has developed a strong order book for 2003, suggesting that DVN will be
able to continue the increased sales rate as DVN further expends into other areas.

As DVN transforms from a headend supplier to a system integrator and provider of services, DVN
expects that set top boxes sales and subscriptions will increase sharply over the next year as DVN
expands its rollout to additional locations. DVN also expects turnover for headends to rise in 2003
as more localities seek to purchase digital headends.

Writeoff of investment to BCC has impacted earnings for 2002, but new arrangement with BCC will
give DVN direct access to even more fee paying subscribers.
For 2002, DVN has decided to writeoff HK$33.1 million on accounts receivables and for prudent
purposes, made a provision of HK$35million for the potential impairment of an investment in BCC.
BCC is DVN‘s 9.9% owned associate. BCC has contracts to rollout digital services in Hunan,
Hubei, Foshan, and Henan. However, BCC has not been able to obtain the financing it had
anticipated, and has been unable to repay the loan and the amount owed on the headend sales.
DVN has entered entering into a new management contract with BCC in which DVN agrees to
manage BCC‘s operations. DVN will receive part of the profits from the management of selected
BCC territories. Through this arrangement, DVN will have access to subscription revenues from four
additional provinces/cities. Although DVN is taking a writeoff through this arrangement, DVN will
be able to reinvigorate BCC‘s activities, and derive benefits from BCC‘s territories.

Excluding BCC and Telequote, as the following table illustrates, DVN‘s digital business results in
2002 would have been significantly better compared to 2001.

HKD ‘000 2002 2001 % Change
Set top Box Sales 11,209 7,828 +43%
Subscription Revenues 2,799 671 +317%
Non-BCC Headend Sales 22,844 3,146 +626%
BCC Sales — 38,625 -100%
Telequote 12,485 14,778 -16%
Total 49,337 65,048 -24%
Total excluding BCC sales and Telequote 36,852 11,645 +217%
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BCC Telequote

11,209 7,828 +43%
2,799 671 +317%

BCC 22,844 3,146 +626%
BCC — 38,625 -100%
Telequote 12,485 14,778 -16%

49,337 65,048 -24%
BCC Telequote 36,852 11,645 +217%

Set top box sales
increased 49% to
HK$11.7million as
DVN began more
aggressive rollouts in
Suzhou, Wuxi, and
Zhongshan.
Subscription revenues
increased more
sharply, rising 317%
to HK$2.8million.
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Earnings have also been impacted by the results from Telequote. The number of subscribers to
Telequote‘s services has increased; however, increased competition has resulted in reduced
revenues per subscriber. As a result, sales at Telequote have declined by 16%.  However, DVN
expects that new software will enable Telequote to reduce its costs. As Telequote is not viewed as
a core part of DVN‘s operations, management is looking at divesting Telequote to other investors.

Streamlining of operations results in reduction in costs
In the 4Q 2002, DVN streamlined its operations, cutting headcount by 33 people to 291
employees. In addition, other cost cutting measures were implemented, which will result in an
approximate 19% monthly reduction in expenditures.  Research and Development costs are
expected to be reduced by 17% and general and administrative expenses by 46%. Given DVN
continues its rollout, marketing and selling expenses are expected to increase by 7%.

Gratitude to the Board, Management and Staff
Given the positive performance in the first quarter and our proven record and ability to contain
cost, I believe that 2003 results will show an improvement over 2002.

I would like to express gratefulness to the board of directors, management and staff, who have
helped us get through a difficult year. I look forward to a much better performance in 2003,
enabling DVN’s core values of “Diligence, Innovation and Harmony”.
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